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Earth

Doomsdayers got it right for once.
Chances are if you are reading this you are in denial. What occurred yesterday was something
short of earth shattering--the Earth is still fine--but “we” are not. According to people who were inthe-know (who are deceased now, as so are we) yesterday was “it.” This news was coming for some
time if you had been following the right sources. Everyone on Earth, including you, was annihilated.
No totals have been released since there is no one alive to report them. The exact number of billions
went quick.
According to some preppers (persons prepared for The End), dutiful prophets, priests, sages
and mystics laid out our destruction since the dawn of Creation. These signs and wonders of “blood”
moons revealed God’s teetering on whether to wipe us out (which many desired) or let the whole
mess go on. His decision making process ended last night. Bothering with us even one more day plus
what He’s read in the newspapers lately apparently shook Him to the core. Donald Trump is blamed
for much the Supreme Being’s harsh call. Insiders warned that He couldn’t take the competition from
the power hungry, mouthy, real estate mogul.
The illusion that you are alive is a normal side effect of death. If you woke up, ate and went to
work or school, such are all common traits of the afterlife and nothing to be concerned about. In time
this will pass.
By the way, rumors that the world went to hell in a hand basket were greatly exaggerated.

Another story from REAL LIFE (that I made up!) This parody news story is for amusement. Any similarity to real people,
places or things is fictitious and not to be taken as fact.

